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Abstract
In this paper, we model multi-agent events in terms of a temporally varying sequence of sub-events, and propose a novel approach
for learning, detecting and representing events in videos. The proposed approach has three main steps. First, in order to learn the
event structure from training videos, we automatically encode the sub-event dependency graph, which is the learnt event model
that depicts the conditional dependency between sub-events. Second, we pose the problem of event detection in novel videos
as clustering the maximally correlated sub-events using normalized cuts. The principal assumption made in this work is that the
events are composed of a highly correlated chain of sub-events that have high weights (association) within the cluster and relatively
low weights (disassociation) between the clusters. The event detection does not require prior knowledge of the number of agents
involved in an event and does not make any assumptions about the length of an event. Third, we recognize the fact that any abstract
event model should extend to representations related to human understanding of events. Therefore, we propose an extension of
CASE representation of natural languages that allows a plausible means of interface between users and the computer. We show
results of learning, detection, and representation of events for videos in the meeting, surveillance, and railroad monitoring domains.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An instance of an event is a composition of directly measurable low-level movements, which we term sub-events,
having a temporal order. For example, a voting event is composed of a sequence of move, raise, and lower hand
sub-events. Also, the agents may act independently (e.g. voting) as well as collectively (e.g. touch-down in a football
game) to perform certain events. Hence, in the enterprise of machine vision and artificial intelligence, the ability to
detect and represent the observed events is one of the ultimate goals. Also, the practical need for formal representation
of events is best illustrated through these applications:
(1) Surveillance: By definition, surveillance applications require the detection of peculiar events. Event represen-
tations are used for prior definition of what constitutes an interesting event in any given domain, allowing automation
of area surveillance.
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content using an event representation of the occurred events.
(3) Event Browsing: Given a query for a certain event defined in terms of an event representation, similar instances
are retrieved from a database of annotated clips.
Given a set of training videos of an event, such that each video consists of a particular instance of the event, we
first learn the event models. This process of constructing event models using training videos is called event learning.
Since we know the type of event in each training video, it is considered supervised learning. Using the learnt event
models, we then find events in novel videos, and this process is termed event detection. The primary objective of this
work is to detect the complex interactions of multiple agents performing multiple sub events, which constitute an
event. We do not assume any prior knowledge about the number of agents involved in the interaction and length of the
event. Another objective of this work is to present a coherent representation of these events, as a means to encode the
relationships between the agents and objects participating in an event.
In order to learn the events from training videos, we detect the sub-events performed by different agents. The
complete temporal order of sub-events occurring in a video are encoded in a graph, which is further utilized in ex-
tracting the conditional dependency between sub-events. Thus, we determine the event dependency graph, which is
the learnt event model that encodes the higher order Markov dependencies between sub-events and is scalable to
the number of agents involved in the event. Event detection in novel videos proceeds by estimating a weight matrix
of conditional dependencies between the detected sub-events. The weights on edges between sub-events are recov-
ered using the learnt event model. This weight matrix is then used for spectral graph partitioning. Thus, normalized
cut is applied recursively to this weight matrix, to cluster the highly correlated sub-events. These clusters represent
the detected events for a specific event model, and the event structure composed of sub-events and their temporal
order is extracted. This process of estimating weight matrix and clustering of sub events is repeated for each event
model.
Finally, in order to represent the events, we extend the CASE [12] representation of the natural language. There are
several other event representations (see next section for details) proposed in the literature such as hierarchical Event
Representation Language (ERL) [31], graph representation of object trajectories [29], Bayesian Networks based event
representation [20], and video event ontologies [32] that provide varying degrees of representation to the actions
and agents involved in the events. However, these works did not address important issues of temporal and causal
relationships. Moreover, no mechanisms were proposed for multiple-agents or multi-threaded events.
CASE was primarily used for syntactic analysis of natural languages. While it provides a promising foundation for
event representation, it has several limitations for that end. We therefore propose two critical extensions to CASE for
the representation of events: (1) accommodating multiple agents and multiple threads in an event, and (2) supporting
the inclusion of temporal information into the representation. Further, we propose a novel event graph representa-
tion for the detected events in video sequences that have temporal relationships between sub-events. Hence, unlike
almost all the previous work, we use both temporal structure and an environment descriptor simultaneously to rep-
resent an event. We also recognize the importance of representing the variations in temporal order of sub-events that
occur in an event and encode it directly into our representation, which we term P-CASE. These variations in the
temporal order of sub-events occur due to the style of execution of events for different agents. We empirically demon-
strate our framework for event detection and representation in the meeting, surveillance, and railroad monitoring
domains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the related work and their limitations
for multiple agent event detection and representation. The event learning process is summarized in Section 3, where
we present the formulation of the probabilistic event model. While the event detection using the learnt event model
is detailed in Section 4. The representation of the detected events is presented in Section 5, where the CASE rep-
resentation is extended to allow a plausible means of event representation. Finally, the results and discussion of our
experiments are demonstrated in Section 6 followed by the conclusion of our work in Section 7.
2. Related work
In the literature, a variety of approaches have been proposed for event detection in video sequences. Most of these
approaches can be organized into three main categories. First, there are approaches that detect events in videos based
on pre-defined event models in the form of templates, rules, or constraints. These models are typically hand crafted.
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spatio-temporal motion segmentation [40], indexing of pose and velocity vectors of body parts [7], image ontology
based recognition [27], and taxonomy and ontology of domains [16]. Second, approaches that automatically learn
the event models [9,13,19,22] using training data, which have been widely used in the area of event detection. Third,
approaches that do not explicitly model the events [39,52,53], but utilize clustering methods for event detection.
Initial approaches for event detection involved methods that had pre-defined rules or heuristic constraints which
formed event models. Among these methods were approaches that modeled events using state machines. Badler [5]
proposed event models using state graphs and primitive rules on artificial environments. The method used prior knowl-
edge of the environment to resolve complex events rather than motion information for event detection. Ayers and
Shah [3] also used state machines for event detection, however as opposed to the above method, they utilized the mo-
tion data for event detection. Their method detected events in specified areas, which restricted the system and required
a priori knowledge of the environment. Haering et al. [15] proposed a three level event detection model, which applied
neural networks on low-level features for object classification and shot summarization, and state machines as the high
level event model that detected events based on the output of the low and mid-level models. Unlike previous methods,
their method did not require prior knowledge of the environment for event detection. Further approaches utilized con-
straints and grammar rules for the detection of events that had variability and did not strictly follow the event model.
The methods in this category employ a variety of techniques including causal grammar [8], dynamic perception of
actions [28], angular constraints on body components [1], stochastic grammars [30], and appearance and geometric
constraints [46]. All the above approaches either manually encode the event models or provide constraints such as
grammar or rules to detect events in novel videos.
Next, we discuss approaches that automatically learn the event models using training data instead of manually
encoding the event models. Friedman et al. [13] detected events by learning the structure and parameters of Dynamic
Bayesian Networks (DBNs) from both complete and incomplete data. Though their method was partially insensitive
to occlusion, it was limited to inference of simple events, and required approximations for detecting complex events.
Methods that adopt Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9,35] and its variations such as coupled HMMs [34], dynamic
multi-linked HMMs [14], abstract hidden Markov memory models [33], and layered HMMs [51] have been widely
used in the area of event detection. These methods were the work horses for event detection in the surveillance,
indoor and office environments, and sports domains. Ivanov and Bobick [22] proposed a Stochastic Context Free
Grammar (SCFG) for event detection. The grammar rules were assigned probabilities based on the training data
and were further utilized for event detection in novel videos. The primitive events were first detected using HMMs
and subsequently parsed by the SCFG for error detection and correction of the detected events. Other methods for
event detection using learnt event models include PNF (past-now-future) propagation of temporal constraints [38],
belief networks [21], force dynamics [45], shape activities [47,48], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [19], Bayesian
networks and probabilistic finite state machines [20], propagation networks of partially ordered sequential action [43]
and partially labeled data [44], mutual invariants of 3D joint motion [36,37], and HMMs and multi-class Adaboost on
3D joint motion [26]. The above learning methods either model single person events or require prior knowledge about
the number of people involved in the events and variation in data may require complete re-training, so as to modify
the model structure and parameters to accommodate those variations. Also, there is no straight-forward method of
expanding the domain to other events, once training has been completed. That is, if more events are added to the
current domain or if we want to model events in a new domain, then, the existing models are re-trained using the new
data and/or the model structure is defined manually for the new events.
Finally, we describe approaches that do not explicitly model events but utilize clustering techniques for event de-
tection. These methods of event detection include spatio-temporal derivatives [52] and co-embedding prototypes [53].
Both methods find event segments by spectral graph partitioning of the weight matrix. The weight matrix is estimated
by calculating a heuristic measure of similarity between video segments. These methods assumed maximum length
of an event and were restricted to a single person and a single threaded event detection. Rao et al. [39] proposed
human action recognition using spatio-temporal curvatures of 2D trajectories. Their method initiated without an event
model and formed clusters of similar events based on their spatio-temporal curvatures. Their method is also restricted
to single person event detection, but it makes no assumptions about the length of an event and the spatio-temporal
curvature based event representation was also view-invariant.
What is missing in these approaches is the ability to model long complex events involving multiple agents perform-
ing multiple actions. Can these approaches be used to automatically learn the events involving an unknown number
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agent? Can these approaches extend their abstract event model to representations related to human understanding of
events? Can events be compared on the basis of these representations? These questions are addressed in this paper.
In our approach, event models are learnt from training data, and are used for event detection in novel videos. Event
learning is formulated as modeling conditional dependencies between sub-events, while event detection is treated as
a graph-theoretic clustering problem. The novelty of our method compared to the above mentioned methods is the
ability to detect the multiple agents performing multiple actions in the form of events, without prior knowledge about
the number of agents involved in the interaction and length of the event. Further, we present a coherent representation
of these events, as a means to encode the relationships between agents and objects participating in an event.
The above mentioned questions are discussed in detail in their respective sections but are briefly answered here
for completeness. Almost all event models require prior knowledge about the number of agents involved in the event,
where as our learnt event model is scalable to the number of agents involved in an event. The reason is that instead
of modeling agent processes (like Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic Bayesian Networks etc.) we model the sub-
event dependency for all agents simultaneously i.e. which sub-event occurs more frequently after another sub-event
for a given event. Thus, our event model is agnostic to the number of agents involved in the event. Also, since
most methods detect events by estimating a posterior probability of a sub-event sequence, independent agent actions
in the sub-event sequence reduces the overall posterior probability, where as we use graph clustering techniques
for event detection. Thus, our method clusters events with high edge weights within the cluster and segments out
independent agent actions as those actions have low edge weights with the rest of the sub-events belonging to the event.
Furthermore, most event models and representations are abstract and complex, with no notion of human readability,
where as our event representation is an extension of the CASE representation that was used for syntactic analysis
of the natural language. It has explicit cases for agents, location, dative etc. that completely describes the event. We
believe it is easier for humans to relate to this event representation.
3. Learning the event structure
In this section, we describe how to learn the event structure from training videos. Let f (p, t) represent a continuous
video signal, indexed by spatial and temporal coordinates respectively. By indexing on the discrete-time variable k,
we temporally represent the video signal as the set {f [x, k]} for 1 k  N , where N is the temporal support of the
video signal, and x = (x, y) denotes the spatial coordinate. Each entity is represented in terms of its label (person,
object, hand, or head) and motion, e.g. {vehiclea,ua}, where ua = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xN , yN)} is the trajectory
of vehiclea’s centroid. Here, it is assumed that the lower-level tasks of object detection, classification and tracking
have been performed. Also, it is important to note that since it is the relative concept of motion that we are interested
in (e.g. where did agent1 move to with respect to object2?), two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional world
trajectories are sufficient for event representation (barring some degenerate configurations). An example video of the
stealing event is shown in Fig. 1. These sub-events are input into a system that represents them in terms of a sub-event
dependency graph which is described next.
3.1. Sub-event dependency graph
The detected sub-events are represented in a sub-event dependency graph (SDG). A naive formulation of the
problem would be to consider a complete graph for estimating the conditional dependencies between sub-events.
Fig. 1. Automated detection of sub-events for stealing video. Using the tracked trajectories, the sub-events of each agent are detected, and frames 37,
127, and 138 of the video are shown.
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sub-events, rather they are dependent on their proximal predecessor sub-events. For example, a person raising a hand
sub event at the start of the video is not related to picking a book sub-event, occurring after a few minutes. Thus,
transitive reduction based upon proximity x is applied to the graph. This does not imply that we constrain our events
to be a maximum of x length, instead it denotes that the events are composed of (x − 1)th order Markov chain of
sub-events. That is, each sub-event is conditionally dependent on (at most) x − 1 parent sub-events, which is true for
most of the events in the considered domains.
An SDG is a hypergraph G = (V ,E,W) having a number of vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} which represents
n unique sub-events present in an event. Hyperarcs E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} are backward arcs (B-arcs), where each
B-arc is an ordered pair of vertices ei = (Pi, vi) such that Pi ⊆ V , and Pi represents the temporally ordered parent
sub-events of vi . Additionally, W = {w1,w2, . . . ,wm} are the weights on the B-arcs, which represent the conditional
dependencies of child sub-events upon a sequence of parent sub-events.
An ordinary graph is a 2-uniform hypergraph, where k-uniform signifies that each hyperedge has a cardinality
of k vertices. We do not enforce a k-uniform hypergraph, instead we allow the hypergraph to have a maximum x
edge cardinality (4 in our experiments). This allows the encoding of conditional probabilities of sub-events vi with
a maximum of x − 1 parent sub-events. The equations for estimating the weights wi on hyperarcs ei for cardinality of
X ∈ {2,3,4} are respectively given by (1), (2), and (3):
P
(
vti |vt−1j
)= P(v
t
i , v
t−1
j )
P (vt−1j )
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, (3)
where vti represents a sub-event i occurring at (time) index t , and Agent(vti ) = Agent(vba) (a ∈ {j, k, l}, b ∈ {t − 1,
t − 2, t − 3}), which enforces that the current and parent sub-events are to be performed by the same agent. This
is necessary since the sub-events performed by independent agents are not conditionally dependent on each other.
If both the agents are involved in a sub-event, there is a conditional dependency between their sub-events. Eq. (1)
represents the conditional probability of a sub-event vi occurring at time index t , given that sub-event vj occurred
at t − 1. Similarly, equation (2) represents the conditional probability of sub-event vi occurring at t , given that sub-
event vj occurred at t − 1, which was preceded by the sub-event vk that occurred at t − 2. An example of a partial
SDG estimated from a video containing voting events is given in Fig. 2. Note that the SDG captures all the variations
in temporal order of sub-events as well as the conditional dependencies of all sub-events in a video. The SDG is
also scalable to the number of agents involved in an event since it accumulates the conditional dependency between
sub-events that are being performed by various agents.
4. Event detection in novel videos
Given learnt event models ξi in a supervised manner, event detection deals with automatically detection of those
events in novel videos. In our approach, first a graph of detected sub-events in a novel video is constructed, and
a weight matrix of conditional dependencies between sub-events using the learnt event model is computed. This
weight matrix is used for spectral graph partitioning. Thus, normalized cut is applied recursively to this weight matrix
in order to cluster the highly correlated sub-events. These clusters represent the detected events for a specific event
model and the event structure composed of sub-events and their temporal order is extracted. This process of estimating
weight matrix and clustering is repeated for each event model.
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represent the sub-events, while the conditional probabilities between sub-events are represented by the weights on the hyperarcs. Note that a single
example of hyperarcs with cardinality of 3 and 4 are shown respectively in green and red for clarity. The circled number on the hyperarc represents
the temporal order index in Pi e.g. the B-arc of cardinality 4 represents P(stops | moves, lowers, raises) i.e. the probability of ‘stop’ occurring after
a sequence of ‘raises’, ‘lowers’, and ‘moves’ sub-events. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
4.1. Estimating the probabilistic weight matrix
In order to determine the probabilistic weight matrix for a specific event model ξp , we generate a graph G of the
detected sub-events in the novel video and obtain θp (edge weights representing conditional probabilities) from the
learnt event model (SDG), p. Each edge weight wij between two nodes of G is estimated using:
wαβ = P
(
vtl |Pa
(
vtl
))= P (vtl |vt−1k , vt−2j , vt−3i ),
where α is the index of sub-event vtl , and β is the index of (parent of vtl ) Pa(vtl ) sub-event. Pa(vtl ) is the oldest
parent sub-event that vtl conditionally depends upon such that Pa(v
t
l ) ∈ {vt−1k , vt−2j , vt−3i }. Note that a sub-event may
be dependent upon one or two parent sub-events, hence the conditional probabilities from hyperarcs of cardinality
one and two respectively are inserted from the SDG to the weight matrix. In summary, the above weight estimation
assigns higher weights to the longer chain of sub-events that occur frequently in the training video of ξp . The final
weight matrix Wˆp is an upper triangle, since G is a directed acyclic graph. The weight matrix is made symmetric by
W˜p = Wˆp + WˆTp [11], where WˆTp is the transpose matrix of Wˆp . The Ncut minimization function for weight matrices
Wp and W˜p are equivalent, and the proof is given in Appendix A.
4.2. Event detection using normalized cut
Normalized cut [42] is an unbiased method of partitioning a graph V into two (or more) segments A and B , since it
uses a global criterion for graph segmentation rather than focusing on the local features. The global criterion is given
by:
Ncut(A,B) = cut(A,B)
asso(A,V )
+ cut(A,B)
asso(B,V )
,
where cut(A,B) = ∑u∈A,v∈B w(u, v), w(u,v) is the edge weight between vertices u and v, and asso(A,V ) =∑
u∈A,v∈V w(u, v). If the Ncut criterion is minimized, the graph is partitioned at the edges with a minimum cut
weight. The two partitions have maximum association within and minimum disassociation between their respective
partitions. The minimization of the Ncut criterion is achieved by finding the second smallest eigenvector of the gener-
alized eigensystem:
(D − W)x = λDx,
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weight matrix, λ and x are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively. The sub-event clustering algorithm using
normalized cuts is summarized below:
(1) Compute the weight matrix W , and estimate the diagonal matrix D.
(2) Solve (D − W)x = λDx to obtain the eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue, and use it to bipartition
the graph by finding the splitting point such that the Ncut is minimized.
(3) Decide if the current partition should be further subdivided by checking that Ncut and average edge weight (that
determines the association within a partition) are below their respective thresholds, and then recursively repartition
the segmented parts (if necessary).
The sub-event clusters determined by normalized cuts are the maximally correlated sub-events, given the likelihood
estimates of the chain of sub-events. These segmented events have high weights between sub-events within the cluster
and relatively low weights between sub-events outside their cluster. An example weight matrix estimated using the
SDGs of voting and object passing events, and their segmentation obtained after recursive application of Ncut is shown
in Fig. 3.
5. Event representation
The event clusters obtained through Ncut, in the form of temporally related sub-events, may not be that easily
interpretable by humans. Although the event clusters represent the order of sub-events performed by various agents
in an event, they do not provide details about the event. For example, the object passing event is represented as
a temporally related sequence of moves, holds, passes, holds, and moves sub-events. This representation does not
provide the details about what was passed, or which hand was used to hold the object. In this section, we extend CASE
representation proposed by Fillmore [12] for natural language understanding. The basic unit of this representation is
a case-frame, which has several elementary cases, e.g. agentive, instrumental and predicate. However, CASE was
primarily used for syntactic analysis of natural languages, and while it provides a promising foundation for event
representation, it has several limitations for that end. We therefore propose an extended event representation that
addresses the shortcomings of CASE. In particular, we recognize the importance of representing the variations in
the temporal order of sub-events occurring in an event, and encode it directly into our representation, which we
term P-CASE. These variations in the temporal order of sub-events occur due to the style of execution of events by
different agents. Also, we automatically learn the event structure from training videos, and encode the event ontology
using P-CASE. This has a significant advantage since the domain experts need not go through the tedious task of
determining the structure of events by browsing all the videos in the domain.
5.1. CASE framework
The basic unit of this representation is a case-frame, which has several elementary cases. The description of the
basic cases used by Fillmore is as follows, explained through an example:
Jack carefully advised Jim about the presentation in the meeting room using examples
(1) PRED: predicate
A function name or a label given to the case-frame i.e. advised
(2) AG: agentive
Main person or entity actively involved in a sub-event i.e. Jack
(3) I: instrumental
Device used by the agentive during the sub-event i.e. examples
(4) D: dative
The person or entity affected by the actions of the agentive i.e. Jim
(5) LOC: locative
The location of the sub-event i.e. meeting room
A. Hakeem, M. Shah / Artificial Intelligence 171 (2007) 586–605 593Fig. 3. The estimated weight matrices and Ncut application for two novel videos. (a) The estimated weight matrix using the SDG of voting event.
After recursive application of Normalized cut algorithm, the two voting events are automatically segmented and are shown as red and blue patches.
(b) The estimated weight matrix using the SDG of object passing event. After application of Normalized cut algorithm, the object passing event is
automatically segmented and is shown as the green patch. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
(6) OBJ: objective
The neutral acted upon by the agentive during the sub-event i.e. presentation
(7) FAC: factative
The state or action supporting the predicate i.e. carefully
The collection of all case-frames forms the CASE framework. The above example in case-frame notation is given
below:
[PRED: advised, AG: Jack, D: Jim, I: examples, OBJ: presentation,LOC: meeting room, FAC: carefully]
In our representation, the case-frames correspond to sub-events, and the collection of these sub-events form the event.
While the CASE framework provides a promising foundation for event representation, it has several limitations to that
end, which are discussed in the next section.
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In this section, we discuss the two extensions to the CASE framework. Firstly, in order to capture both multi-agent
and multi-thread events, we introduce a hierarchical CASE representation of events in terms of sub-events and case-
lists. Secondly, since the temporal structure of events is critical to understanding and hence, representing events, we
introduce temporal logic into the CASE representation based on the interval algebra in [2].
Except in constrained domains, events typically involve multiple agents engaged in several dependent or inde-
pendent actions. Thus any representation of events must be able to capture the composite nature of real events. To
represent multiple objects, we introduce the idea of case-lists of elements for a particular case. For example, if there
are two or more agents involved in an event, CASE cannot represent it in a case-frame as it only allows one agentive
in the representation, therefore we add them in a case-list within AG,
[PRED: move, AG:{person1, person2}, . . .]
To represent multiple threads, we introduce the concept of sub-event lists (SUB case). An example is shown below
to clarify the concept:
“Clyde robs the bank with the help of Bonnie who distracted the cashier by talking to him”
[PRED: rob, AG: Clyde, OBJ: Bank, SUB: {
[PRED: distract, AG: Bonnie, D: cashier],
[PRED: talk, AG:{Bonnie, cashier}]}]
In the above example, there are three sub-events occurring simultaneously, which cannot be represented in CASE
representation as it only allows a single sub-event to occur at a particular time. Also, it is evident from the example
that the above event representation is ambiguous as temporal relations have not been defined. When did Bonnie talk
to the cashier? Was it before, during, or after the rob sub-event? In order to have an unambiguous representation, we
need to incorporate temporal relations in our representation.
Events are rarely instantaneous and often largely defined by the temporal order and relationship of their sub-events.
In order to represent temporal relationships of sub-events, we introduce temporal logic into the CASE representation
based on the interval algebra of [2]. We use this algebra to represent seven temporal relationships1 as shown in Fig. 4.
The entire list of temporal relations for two sub-events T1 and T2 is as follows,
AFTER: T start2 > T
end
1 ,
MEETS: T end1 = T start2 ,
DURING: (T start1 < T start2 ) ∧ (T end1 > T end2 ),
FINISHES: (T end1 = T end2 ) ∧ (T start1 < T start2 ),
OVERLAPS: (T start1 < T start2 ) ∧ (T end1 > T start2 ) ∧ (T end1 < T end2 ),
EQUAL: (T start1 = T start2 ) ∧ (T end1 = T end2 ),
STARTS: (T start1 = T start2 ) ∧ (T end1 = T end2 ).
Since temporal relationship exist between sub-events, they are represented on the directed edges between parent
and child sub-events. Consider the above mentioned example of the steal event by Bonnie and Clyde. The case-frames
with the temporal logic incorporated are,
1 A minor modification was made by replacing BEFORE with AFTER for ease of use.
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The above directed event graph representation is an extension of the tree structure of CASEE [17], where each directed
edge represents a temporal parent-child relationship. The tree structure depicted a temporal relation with only its
parents and not sibling sub-events (i.e. no OVERLAPS relationship between distract and talk sub-events) and thus
had ambiguity in representing the complete order of sub-events. This is explained through the following example:
With sub-event ‘distract’ occurring DURING ‘rob’ sub-event, and ‘talk’ OVERLAPS ‘rob’ sub-event; there are three
temporal possibilities between the ‘distract’ and ‘talk’ sub-events: (1) talk is AFTER distract, (2) talk MEETS distract,
or (3) talk OVERLAPS distract. Thus, without the temporal relationship between distract and talk, there is ambiguity
in temporal order of sub-events in the event representation. This ambiguity in the order of sub-events is resolved using
the above graph representation.
5.3. Temporally varying event representation
The above mentioned extensions to CASE provide a plausible interface for event representation. But events rarely
occur with the same temporal order of sub-events. The variations in the temporal order of sub-events occur due to the
different styles of execution of events by various agents present in the video. Thus, we modify the extended CASE
representation to encode the temporal variations present in events.
Given the detected sub-events and SDG for a training video, we estimate the probabilistic weight matrix using the
procedure described in Section 4.1. Each vertex in the weight matrix is encoded with a complete case-frame, instead
of just the sub-event and agent information. Further application of normalized cuts to the weight matrix segments the
different the event instances.
After obtaining the different event instances, the conditional dependencies between sub-events are estimated using
Eq. (1) while the variation weights wji in temporal relationships are computed using wji = ψ(T ji )/(
∑n
k T
j
k ), where
w
j
i denotes the ith weight for the j th edge, ψ(T
j
i ) is the frequency of occurrence of the ith temporal relationship for
the j th edge, and
∑n
k Tk is the normalizing factor representing all the n temporal relationships in the interval algebra
for the j th edge. The extended CASE representation is further modified by introducing these conditional dependencies
596 A. Hakeem, M. Shah / Artificial Intelligence 171 (2007) 586–605Fig. 5. P-CASE representation for the object passing event. Each node is a sub-event encoded by a complete case-frame, and the weights on directed
edges represent the probability of occurrence of a specific temporal relationship between sub-events, while the weights outside the brackets (in
blue) are the conditional probabilities between sub-events. The white and grey vertices represent sub-events of agents one and two respectively.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
and temporal variation weights wji on directed edges of the segmented event graph. The final event representation is
termed P-CASE, and an example of object passing event representation is shown in Fig. 5.
One might argue that the SDG should be a sufficient event representation that inherently captures the variations
in temporal order of sub-events. It should be noted that the SDG only encodes the conditional dependencies between
unique sub-events. In contrast, P-CASE encodes all the sub-events with their temporal order that occur in an event. It
encodes additional information such as which agent performed what sub-event, that is lost while encoding the SDG.
As shown in Fig. 5, P-CASE encodes the variations in moves, holds, passes, holds and moves sub-events, while the
SDG would only encode the conditional dependencies between moves, holds, and passes sub-events.
Furthermore, P-CASE has several advantages over existing event representations. First, it simultaneously uses both
temporal structure and an environment descriptor to represent an event. Second, various events may have alternate
starting sub-events, e.g. ‘holds’ may be before ‘moves’ in the given example. The ability to encode events with
alternate starting sub-events is yet another advantage that the previous representations lacked. Third, we find the
most likely sequence of sub-events by finding the sequence with the maximum likelihood estimate (see details in
Appendix B). Finally, the representation is scalable to the number of agents involved in an event. A complete list of
the most likely sequence of sub-events extracted from the P-CASE representation of the railroad monitoring domain
is provided in Appendix B.
6. Experiments and discussion
We performed experiments for event detection in videos for the meeting, railroad monitoring and surveillance
domains. These videos contain multiple agents that act independently or interact with each other or objects. In our
experiments, the videos in all domains totaled 194,519 frames comprising of 11,540 sub-events and 1013 events. We
Table 1
Summary of different datasets used for event learning
Dataset name Videos Total frames Events Sub-events
NIST 6 2480 11 214
Kojima 20 2406 29 264
Sadiye 10 6461 13 104
VACE [56] 40 18724 118 1296
PETS [55] 143 45430 343 2040
CAVIAR [54] 33 28692 91 1507
ETISEO 32 33184 131 1870
Alexei 12 1894 12 48
FDOT 85 14271 98 1524
Meeting 37 4383 37 373
Surveillance 30 15352 35 673
Railroad 46 9595 51 552
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Detailed description of unique sub-events
Function argument sets:
Agent = {set of animates, e.g. person, vehicle etc.}
Object = {set of non-animates, e.g. book, gate, railway signal, etc.}
Entity = Agent ∪ Object
Sub-event function definitions:
Moves(Entity): function detecting movement of an entity
Stops(Entity): function detecting seizure of movement of an entity
Enters(Agent): function detecting entry of an agent in the field of view
Exits(Agent): function detecting exiting of an agent from the field of view
Approaches(Agent,Entity): function detecting movement of an agent towards an entity
Leaves(Agent,Entity): function detecting movement of an agent away from an entity
Extends(Agent,{hand}): function detecting movement of an agent’s hand away from the body
Holds(Agent,Object): function detecting proximal movement of an agent with an object
Picks(Agent,Object): function detecting initial movement of an object with an agent
Passes(Agent,Agent,Object): function detecting movement of object from one agent to another
Drops(Agent,Object): function detecting seizure of object movement with agent movement
Raises(Agent,{hand}): function detecting positioning of an agent’s hand above head
Lowers(Agent,{hand}): function detecting positioning of an agent’s hand below head
Sits(Agent): function detecting seizure of movement of an agent with downward motion
Stands(Agent): function detecting initial movement of an agent with upward motion
Pushes(Agent,Agent): function detecting quick/short movement of one agent away from the other
Blocks(Agent,Agent,Object): function detecting occlusion of agent’s view of an object by another agent
Crouches(Agent): function detecting downward movement of an object
Hides(Agent,Object): function detecting occlusion of an agent with an object
Emerges(Agent,Object): function detecting reappearance of an agent from behind an object
Collides(Agent,Entity): function detecting fast movement of an agent into an entity
Breaks(Agent,Entity): function detecting collision of an agent with change in entity shape
Switches(Object): function detecting change in object state i.e. signal switching on or off
Fig. 6. Event detection results using normalized cuts for meeting domain test video. (a)–(d) represent frames 328, 560, 755, and 1375 respectively
of meeting video consisting of 1551 frames. (e) Time indexed clustering results for meeting video where the top bar shows the actual event detection
results, and the bottom bar denotes the ground truth of the events.
used seven standard video datasets as well as other videos for training and testing the event detection framework.
A total number of 494 videos were adopted for training 16 events. The summary of event learning using different
datasets is provided in Table 1. The two sections in the table show the standard dataset and our dataset description
respectively.
Initial object identification and labeling were performed manually, and further tracking was attained using MEAN-
SHIFT [10] algorithm. Though techniques like [6,23,24,41,49,50] could have been used for automated object labeling
and multiple agent tracking, we opted for a simpler solution as our focus is in event detection. Using the tracked tra-
598 A. Hakeem, M. Shah / Artificial Intelligence 171 (2007) 586–605Fig. 7. Event detection results using normalized cuts for surveillance domain test videos. (a)–(d) represent frames 159, 2388, 2874, and 3125
respectively of surveillance video1 consisting of 3580 frames. (e) Time indexed clustering results for surveillance video1 where the top bar shows
the actual event detection results, and the bottom bar denotes the ground truth of the events. (f)–(i) represent frames 223, 1084, 2191, and 2703
respectively of surveillance video2 consisting of 4256 frames. (j) Time indexed clustering results for surveillance video2.
jectories, the temporally correlated sub-events were detected in real-time and were further utilized for event learning.
A list of all unique sub-events for the surveillance, railroad monitoring and meeting domains are detailed in Table 2.
Using the learnt event models, event detection in novel video proceeded by estimating the weight matrices for
each event. Further, normalized cuts algorithm is applied to obtain event clusters in the novel video. The results for
event detection using normalized cuts are summarized in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for the meeting, surveillance and railroad
monitoring domains respectively. The precision and recall values for test videos are estimated using
A. Hakeem, M. Shah / Artificial Intelligence 171 (2007) 586–605 599Fig. 8. Event detection results using normalized cuts for railroad monitoring domain test video. (a)–(d) represent frames 740, 1354, 1966, and 2251
respectively of railroad monitoring video consisting of 2260 frames. (e) Time indexed clustering results for railroad monitoring video where the
top bar shows the actual event detection results, and the bottom bar denotes the ground truth of the events.
Table 3
Results of testing videos in meeting, surveillance and railroad monitoring domains
Test video Frames Events Sub-events Precision % Recall %
Meeting 1551 15 224 92.8 87.9
Surveillance Video1 3580 13 335 92.5 88.9
Surveillance Video2 4256 12 209 77.5 88.5
Railroad monitoring 2260 9 307 85.6 79.8
Precision =
∑
i,j ψ(tde
j
i )∑
i,j ψ(de
j
i )
and Recall =
∑
i,j ψ(tde
j
i )∑
i,j ψ(te
j
i )
respectively, where ψ(tdeji ) is the true detected sub-events, ψ(de
j
i ) is the detected sub-events, and ψ(te
j
i ) is the true
sub-events belonging to the ith cluster of the j th event. A summary of event detection results with precision and recall
values is described in Table 3.
We also performed automatic annotation of events and sub-events in videos of different domains using our P-
CASE representation. Firstly, we automatically generated case-frames in real-time, corresponding to the detected
sub-events. Fig. 9 shows snapshots of individuals interacting in an unconstrained environment and their corresponding
sub-event representations. Secondly, these sub-events were encoded in the graph of detected sub-events, and events
were segmented using Ncut. These segmented events were further utilized for automated event annotation of the
videos in the meeting, surveillance and railroad monitoring domains. Event-based retrieval of video is an interesting
application of this video annotation scheme, which will be explored in our future research.
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sequence representation at frame 1446/2000.
In light of the presented results, we discuss how our method deals with the questions/problems of other methods
mentioned earlier. The first problem was developing event models that are scalable to the number of agents involved
in the event. It is evident from Figs. 6, 7, and 8 that all the videos involved multiple agent events that are detected
with an average precision of 87.1% and an average recall of 86.2%. In order to build event models that are scalable
to the number of agents involved in an event, we model the sub-event dependency for all agents simultaneously i.e.
which sub-event occurs more frequently after another sub-event for a given event. Thus, our event model is agnostic
to the number of agents involved in the event. The second problem was developing event detection methods that
deal with independent agent actions. From Fig. 8, it is evident that there are multiple vehicles and objects that are
simultaneously moving and their sub-events causes interference in the actual sub-event sequence. By using graph
clustering techniques for event detection, we cluster events with high edge weights within the cluster and thus, this
method segments out independent agent actions as those actions have low edge weights with the rest of the sub-events
belonging to the event.
7. Conclusion
The problem of detecting events in a video involving multiple agents and their interaction was identified. Event
models were learnt from training videos that had variations in the number of agents and the temporal order of sub-
events. Event learning was formulated in a probabilistic framework, and the learnt event models were used for event
detection in novel videos. The main advantages of our event model are: The temporal relations are more descriptive
A. Hakeem, M. Shah / Artificial Intelligence 171 (2007) 586–605 601relationships between sub-events compared to the low level abstract relationship models of HMMs, Dynamic Bayesian
Networks etc; The event model does not make any assumptions about the length of an event; The event model is
scalable to the number of agents involved in an event since it models the sub-event dependencies instead of the agent
processes.
Event detection was treated as a graph theoretic clustering of sub-events having high association within the event
clusters and low association outside the clusters. We demonstrated our event detection framework on videos in the
railroad monitoring, surveillance and meeting domains. The main advantages of our event detection scheme are: The
event detection does not make any assumptions about the length of an event since the graph clustering method clusters
highly correlated events of any length; The event detection is scalable to the number of agents involved in an event
since the graph clustering method clusters highly correlated events involving any number of agents.
An event representation was developed to cater to the temporal variations in the sub-events, and event ontologies
were automatically extracted from training videos. We also proposed a novel event graph representation for the de-
tected events in video sequences, having temporal relationships between sub-events. Hence, unlike almost all previous
work, we use both temporal structure and an environment descriptor simultaneously to represent an event. We are in-
terested in several future directions of this work including inference of causality in video sequences and event-based
retrieval of video.
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Appendix A. Proof of equivalency forW and W˜ based minimizations
Given W , the global criterion for minimization of Ncut function is given by:
Ncut(A,B) = min
[
cut(A,B)
asso(A,V )
+ cut(A,B)
asso(B,V )
]
= min
[∑
i∈A,j∈B P (vj |vi) +
∑
i∈A,j∈B P (vi |vj )∑
i∈A,k∈I P (vk|vi)
+
∑
i∈A,j∈B P (vj |vi) +
∑
i∈A,j∈B P (vi |vj )∑
j∈B,k∈I P (vk|vj )
]
where I = A∪B , and since W is symmetric therefore P(vj |vi) = P(vi |vj ). Thus the above equation is equivalent to:
Ncut(A,B) = min
[∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi)∑
i∈A,k∈I P (vk|vi)
+
∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi)∑
j∈B,k∈I P (vk|vj )
]
. (A.1)
Similarly, given W˜ , the global criterion for minimization of Ncut function is given by:
Ncut(A,B) = min
[∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi) +
∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vi |vj )∑
i∈A,k∈I P (vk|vi) +
∑
i∈A,k∈I P (vi |vk)
+
∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi) +
∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vi |vj )∑
j∈B,k∈I P (vk|vj ) +
∑
j∈B,k∈I P (vj |vk)
]
,
and since W˜ = Wˆ + WˆT , where Wˆ is upper triangle matrix, therefore P(vi |vj ) = P(vi |vk) = P(vj |vk) = 0. Thus,
the above equation is reduced to:
Ncut(A,B) = min
[∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi)∑
i∈A,k∈I P (vk|vi)
+
∑
i∈A,j∈B 2P(vj |vi)∑
j∈B,k∈I P (vk|vj )
]
. (A.2)
Since both Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) minimize the same function, it is equivalent to deal with W and W˜ .
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Given the P-CASE representation of an event, we find the most likely sequence of sub-events by calculating the
maximum likelihood estimate of all event instances using:
EML(ei) = argmax
(ei )
P (ei |E) (B.1)
where, ei are all the event instances belonging to the event E, where P(ei |E) is computed using:
P(ei |E) = P(s1, s2, . . . , sn|E) = P(s1|E)
n−1∏
j=1
P
(
sj+1, tj+1j |sj ,E
)
P(sj+1|sj ,E)
where, s1, . . . , sn are the sub-events belonging to event instance ei , n are the number of sub-events in the event
instance, and tj+1j is the temporal relationship between sj and sj+1. Thus, the likelihood estimate of the following
event instance belonging to the object passing P-CASE (shown in Fig. 5) is calculated by:
The following is the most likely P-CASE representation for the 10 events in the railroad monitoring domain. Note
that for ease of notation and visualization, the temporal relations are given inside the case-frame as was done in
CASEE [17,18], instead of being on an edge between case-frames. Thus, we automatically estimate the most likely
sequence of sub-events for all the events, and is the same representation that was derived manually by sifting through
hours of videos in [17].
Domain entities
Vehicle A vehicle in the universe
Person A person in the universe
Train A train on the tracks
Gate Gate at the railroad crossing
Signal Signal at the railroad crossing
Zone1 Zone covering the area of activation for the signal
Zone2 Zone covering a designated high-risk area
Tracks The tracks that the train travels on
Domain predicates
Moves, Enters, Exits, Switches, Signals, Breaks, Collides, Stops.
Domain events
(1) train approaches ⇒ signal switches on ⇒ gate arm moves down ⇒ vehicle stops outside Zone2
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Stops, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Outside, AFTER: Moves ] ] ] ]
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[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Stops, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Inside, AFTER: Moves ] ] ] ]
(3) train approaches ⇒ signal switches on ⇒ gate arm moves down ⇒ vehicle breaks the gate arm while
entering Zone2
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Enters, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Breaks, AG: Vehicle, OBJ: Gate, DURING: Enters ] ] ] ] ]
(4) train approaches ⇒ signal switches on ⇒ gate arm moves down ⇒ vehicle breaks the gate arm while
exiting Zone2
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Exits, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Breaks, AG: Vehicle, OBJ: Gate, DURING: Exits ] ] ] ] ]
(5) train approaches ⇒ signal switches on ⇒ gate arm moves down ⇒ vehicle enters while gate is in motion
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Enters, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Moves ] ] ] ]
(6) train approaches ⇒ signal switches on ⇒ gate arm moves down ⇒ vehicle exits while gate is in motion
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, OBJ: Signal, LOC: Zone1, FAC: Towards, SUB:
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, AFTER: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gate, FAC: Down, AFTER: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Exits, AG: Vehicle, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Moves ] ] ] ]
(7) Vehicle collides with train
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Inside, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Vehicle, FAC: Inside, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Move, SUB:
[ PRED: Collides, AG: { Vehicle, Train }, AFTER: Moves ] ] ]
(8) Person being hit by train
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Inside, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Person, FAC: Inside, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Move, SUB:
[ PRED: Collides, AG: { Person, Train }, AFTER: Moves ] ] ]
(9) Person enters zone2 while signal was switched on
[ PRED: Switches, OBJ: Signal, FAC: On, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Person, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Towards, OVERLAPS: Switches, SUB:
[ PRED: Enters, AG: Person, LOC: Zone2, AFTER: Moves ] ] ]
(10) Train entering zone2 while gates are in motion
[ PRED: Moves, OBJ: Gates, FAC: Down, SUB:
[ PRED: Moves, AG: Train, LOC: Zone2, FAC: Towards, OVERLAPS: Moves, SUB:
[ PRED: Enters, AG: Train, LOC: Zone2, DURING: Moves ] ] ]
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